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This paper develops several results in the modern theory of contingent claims valuation in a 
frictionless security m~rket with continuous trading. The price model is a semi-martingale with 
a certain structure, making the return of the security a sum of an Ito-process and a random, 
marked point process. Dynamic equilibrium prices are known to be of this form in an Arrow- 
Debreu economy, so there is no real limitation in our approach. This class of models is also 
advantageous from an applied point of view. 
Within this framework we investigate how the model behaves under the equivalent martingale 
measure in the P*-equilibrium economy, where discounted security prices are marginales. Here 
we present some new results showing how the marked point process affects prices of contingent 
claims in equilibrium. 
We derive a new class of option pricing formulas when the Ito process is a general Gaussian 
process, one formula for each positive La[0, T]-function. 
We show that our general model is complete, although the set of equivalent martingale measures 
is not a singleton. 
We also demonstrate how to price contingent claims when the underlying process has after-effects 
in all of its parameters. 
contingent claims valuation * security market • semi-martingale model * option pricing formulas 
1. Introduction 
1.1. The subject of this paper is the theory of security markets with continuous 
trading, an important topic in financial economics. The history of the subject goes 
back to the year 1900 when the French mathematician, Louis Bachelier, deduced 
an option pricing formula based on the assumption trl~ the stock price follows 
standard Brownian motion. Arrow (1953) presented the first satisfactory theory of 
the pricing of contingent claims and the reward for risk-bearing. One major result 
in modern finance is the insight of Modigliani and Miller (1958) that, in equilibrium, 
packages of financial claims which are essentially equivalent must command the 
same price. Considerable progress was made by $amuelson (1965) and others in 
evaluating stock options (see Cootner (1964)). This work was brought into focus 
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in the major paper by Black and Scholes (1973) in which a complete option pricing 
model was derived on the assumption that the underlying stock model is a geometric 
Brownian motion. Important contributions were also made by Merton (1973), and 
later by Cox and Ross (1976) and Merton (1976). These last two works are related 
to the present paper in that the authors realized the importance of introducing more 
realistic models for the underlying stocks. 
1.2. This paper starts out in Section 2 with the contim, -~us trading model, developed 
mainly in Harrison and Kreps (1979) and in Harrison and Pliska (1981). The 
fundaments established in these works are essential for this field, and in particular 
for the point of view that we take in this paper. The security price model we use is 
a semimartingale. It is well known that this is not a severe restriction on price 
processes, and it generally gives a meaningful model of gains and losses from 
security trades. In order to derive more specific results, we equip the semimartingale 
with a certain structure. The motivation for this comes from the desire to be able 
to identify and estimate the models from observed price data. (See Aase and Guttorp 
(1987) for statistical inference with examples.) The structure we have chosen implies 
that the security price is a combination of an Ito-process and a marked point process, 
the latter being strongly orthogonal to the former. 
In an Arrow-Debreu economy, the prices that support a Radner dynamic equili- 
brium are known to be Ito-processes for the continuous part, but possibly containing 
unpredictable jumps (see Radner (1972), Duffle and Huang (1985), Huang (1986)). 
So the model we have chosen for the price process does no~ involve any real 
limitation from a theoretical point of view. It is also advantageous in many applied 
problems (see Aase (1982; 1984; 1985a,b; 1986a,b; 1987a,b), Aase and Guttorp 
(1987), and Aase and Oksendal (1986), for example). 
For such combined processes we derive the set of equivalent martingale measures 
P* e P, such that the discounted security price S* is a martingale under P*. We are 
able to find an explicit expression for Lr  = dP* /dP  in the model we have chosen. 
Thus it is possible to investigate S* under P* in great detail. Consequently, we 
derive many rest, Its which, to our knowledge, are new. In particular, we show how 
the random jump component behaves in the P*-equilibfium economy. Here we 
must correct old results in the literature (see Section 6 for example), where previously 
the measure P was used instead of P* to analyze the effect he jump part exerts on 
prices of contingent claims. 
1.3. The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we present he general 
continuous time trading model. In this section we also describe the combined 
lto/random measure stochastic model. 
In Section 3 we move on to the pricing of contingent claims for the model we 
have presented. We give sufficient conditions for a contingent claim to be attainable, 
and for the price to satisfy an integro-differential-difference equation. For this 
equation to come out correctly, the equilvalent martingale measure P* plays a 
crucial role (Theorems 2 and 3). 
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In Section 4 we discuss the completeness of the model if the information investors 
are obliged to act on is generated by the security price process itself (Ft = FS*). We 
demonstrate hat our model is complete, although P is not a singleton. 
In Section 5 we derive formulas for the price of various contingent claims X that 
can be represented by a function X = qt(Sr) of the security price Sr at time T, 
where T is the time horizon (expiration time). Here we use a general Gaussian 
process for the continuous part of the return process, and we are able to derive a 
new class of pricing formulas for each positive function f~ L2[0, T]. The jump part 
of the return process is a compound Poisson process. 
In Section 6 we treat a special case of the model in Section 5, where the return 
process is a Brownian motion with drift plus a compound Poisson process. Here 
we also develop a semi-nonparametric estimator of the price of an option (which 
has already been made use of in empirical work related to currency options). 
In Section 7 we present additional examples of contingent claims analysis for a 
variety of stochastic models. We conclude by showing how to price contingent 
claims when the underlying security is not a Markov process, but has "after-effects" 
in both the drift and the diffusion terms of the model. 
Our results in general do not depend upon the existence of an integro-diiierential- 
difference quation governing the price of a contingent claim. 
The paper also has an appendix, in which we have collected some results which 
may enhance the understanding of the rest of the paper. 
2. The continuous-time trading model 
2.1. This section presents the framework of the paper. We assume that the reader 
is somewhat familiar with the theory of continuous trading, so the presentation will 
be brief. Our main references in this section are Harrison and Pliska (1981) and 
Harrison and Kreps (1979). 
We consider a general model of a frictionless ecurity market where inw~stors are 
allowed to trade continuously up to some fixed planning horizon T. We assume 
that in this economy there are two long-lived securities S°(t) and S(t). S°(t) (the 
bond) has finite variation on [0, T], and its price model is dS°( t )= r(t)S°(t)  dr, or 
(Io) S°(t)=exp r(s) ds , 0<~ t~ T. (2.1a) 
Let 
fl, = 1/S°(t).  (2.1b) 
We shall return to the dynamic model for the price S(t) of the other long-lived 
security later in this section. The discounted price process S*(t) for this security is 
s*( t) = 13( t ) s (  t). (2.1c) 
The set P will be important in this paper, since in our framework ff is not a 
singleton, contrary to most applications given in the literature so far. 
We shall be concerned with pricing a contingent claim XT where 
x E E2(Q p;T, P), I-$ = I;. 
The eormection between the set of equivalent martingale measures, a consistent 
price system T on L’(J& FTt P) (a linear functfonai j 2d agents’ preferences satisfy- 
ing a COnY~aiy + ‘L-7 axi a coniinuity propetiy, is summarized as foh~ws (Harrison and 
Kreps (1979)): 
- -- L2(Q FT, P?, 
In this paper the condition (c) will be most important, so we do not give any 
further details regarding (a) and (b). 
We assume that either (a), co) or (c) hold s, so that the set P is nonempty. Thus 
MT mnJP1 in G%~ We pick nne _P* in !P which is “closest to” P in 3 sense to be ___ “_..____ _- _-+_>-3-. 
made caecise later, and from now on we work with one such P” - Y (this P” wifl 
nsuaity be unique). 
Let H’(P*) be the class of all (P*, F,)-squ.are integrable martingales, and let #J 
be an F,-predictabie process such that 
II 
r 
E” +* d[ S*, S”Jt 
0 1 
< 00, (23) 
where [s*, S*], is the quadratic variation of S”. We denote by L”(P”) the subspace 
of N2(P*) defined as ful1ows (see MiiEer (1985)) 
L’(P”) = 
d r 
c + 
t J 4 dS*; CE R and (2.2) holds’ 1 (2.3’: 
A trading strategy is a (P*, 6;,)-predictabLe bivariate process 4 = (4’, 4’) such 
that 5 4’ dS* E L*( P*)- With each trading strategy 4 we associate a value process 
V( 4) and a gains process C(4) such that 
‘Jr(+) = &sP+ &s, (2.4) 
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The trading strategy is se~financing if V,(4) = V,(4) + G,((B), 0 s t s 7: 1~ 
further use the notations G*(4)=j 4’ dS* and V*(4)- b”-!-+‘A?, where we ~$1 
G*(4) aniiS V*(4) the discounted gains process and discounted value process, 
mpecLively, for the strategy f$. 
A trading strategy S;, is said to be admissibk if (2.2) Il.oXdsg %‘&($I) 2 0, V”t:+Ej = 
V,*(#) f G*(4) and V”(4) is a (P*, F,)-martingale+ By restricting menti~ tea 
admissible trading strategies, we avoid Beth free hmchcs and suilside st.rsregi~~, 
A contingent claim X is said to be P*-attainlzfile if there existc m admi~;i~..~~ 
strategy + such that V+(#,) = j&X, in which cz5;3- C/J i.s ~3rd to generate ,%’ ::i.;:j 
v= Vg(q5) is called the price associated with JZ” 
The following result is important for uur pur;x~ez~ <Harri,sm and Ptiska i 1981 j j, 
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The last term in (2.6) gives rise to jumps in S of random relative size y at random 
time points ~'.. v(dy; dt) is a random point measure with the foilowing interpretation: 
v(A; t) equals the number of jumps an (embedded) marked point process N, makes 
with values in the Borel set A c_ R before time t, A ~ ~, R is the mark-space. In 
accordance with the theory of random measures, we suppose that there exists a 
predictable conditional intensity kernel A (t, o~, dy) satisfying 
Io'I. Io E H(s, y)v(dy; ds) = E H(s; y)A(s; dy) ds (2.7) 
for each nonnegative (P, F,)-predictable R-marked process H. By defining 
~(dy; ds)= v(dy; ds)-A(s, to; dy) ds, we have that 
Io I, H<,,,my; , Eo, rl, <2.s) 
is a (P, F,)-square integrable martingale, provided that 
Iof E IH(s,y)12A(s;dy)ds<oo. (2.9) .R  
In addition, we assume that the local variance of the continuous part of the relative 
price, o'2(t, oJ) satisfies 
E (S(s-)o'(s, to))2ds<oo, te[0, T], (2.10) 
in which case the Ito-stochastic integral 
fo S(S-)o.(s, to) dB(s) 
is a (P, Ft)-square integrable martingale. 
The solution to (2.6) has sample functions in the space D[0, T] consisting of 
RCLL functi6fi's defined on [0, T] with values in R. For our present purposes we 
claim that the above specified security model is general enough to include most 
interesting cases that may arise when modelling asset prices. 
All the models disc,,~?o.d by Merton (i976) and Cox and Ross (1976) are special 
cases of (2.6), a~ well as the "autoregressive" jumF process used by Oldfield et al. 
(!977) as a made| for co~_mon stock returns. For a discussion of random measures 
see e.g., Bremaud (1981) or Gihman and Skorohod (1979). A foundational mathe- 
matical treatm~::t is given by Kallenberg (1976). 
2.3. By the Dol6ans-Dade exponential formula, from (2.6) we find that 
S(t)=S(O)exp _ ~(s,o~)-½o'2(s,~)+ ln(l+y(s;y))A(s;dy) ds 
l .  OU I=, • 
(2.ii) 
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We assume that S(0) > 0 in order to get nontrivial results. This expression is based 
on the getleral Ito differentiation formula. (For computational details, see Aase 
(1986a).) From (2.11) we see that 
~,(s; y )~-1  (2.12) 
in order for the price S to be real-valued. If y(s; y )>-1  (a.s.) for all t c[0, T], 
then $(s) is strictly positive on [0, T] unless it explodes before time T. This could 
happen if $ has "too much drift"/~(t, to), or because of "too much local variance" 
or2(t, co), or due to "too many jumps" A(t; y). (For conditions guaranteeing no 
explosions before a finite T, see Aase (1986a).) 
Note that if/z, or, y and a do not have S in their lists of arguments, (2.11) is 
dlffe,~n,,,,, equation (2.6). For example, precisely the solution of the stochastic " ,. . ;~1 
formulas (5.9) and (7.10) follow directly from (2.11). 
Notice that equation (2.6) is really a stochastic differential equation for the return 
R, of the security in our trading model (no dividends), where R, is defined by 
Rt=jodS(u)/S(u-).  Another way of writing (2.11) is S(t)=S(O)~gt(R), where 
~'t(X) is the exponential of X in the semimartingale s nse, used above in the 
derivation of (2.11). ~iae intensity kernel A (t; dy) we assume to be on the form 
A(t; dy)= A(t)H,(dy) (2.13) 
where A, is a nonnegative (P, F,)-predictable process and H,(dy) is a probability 
transition kernel from (/~ x[0, oo), F r®~+)  into (R, ~)  (~ and ~+ are the Borel 
or-fields on R and on [0, oo) respectively). The pair (At, Ht(dy)) is called the 
(P, F,)-local characteristics of v(dy; dr). Since Ht(dy) is a probability, H,(R) = 1, 
so that A, ---- A,(R) is the (P, Ft)-intensity of the underlying point process N, = N,(R ). 
Concrete interpretations of the kernel H,(dy) are given in the next sections. Here 
we may note that/4,(dy) is the conditional distribution of the embedded jump size 
(=mark) given that t is a time of jump. 
3. The pricing of contingent claims 
3.1. First we want to relate the price of a contingent ,.,aim to solutions of certain 
integro-differential-difference quations (Feller terminology), in which case we shall 
assume that V* = E*(13rXIF,) has the foiiowing form: 
v* = #,f(t, s ( t ) )  (3.:,) 
where f is twice continuously differentiable in the second argument, one time 
continuously d~fferentiable in the first. With the limitation (3.1) we shall basically 
use the Madr~,v assumption for S. In this section we assum~ iio after-effects in any 
of the parameters, except for the term #(t, ~o), which may be an arbitrary predictable 
process. In this situation assumption (3.1) represents no limitation. In the applica- 
tions in the next sections we value contingent eJ~.ims without he assumption (3.1). 
We can now show the following result. 
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Theorem 1. Let X be a contingent claim satisfying (3.1). X is P*-attainable if the 
following two conditions hold true: 
fr 
°f(t,s,) s*2~F(t,s,)+ (l+~,)2~,n,(dy) dt<~o (a) E* ./|o S~' 
and 
(b) ~, ~(s, S)+ rS~(s, S)-r/(s, S)+½s~;(s, s)ox ~°~f (s,s) 
+ fa (f(s,S[l +'/(s; y)])-f(s,S)-,/(s; y)$~(s,S))iH(dy)] ds=O 
P*  - a.s., t ~ [0, T] .  
Proof. By Ito's general emma, 
Io \ Os _ Ox2] ds 
-Io of (s, s~_) dS + a,s,-~x 
Io I.(,, + fl, s ,S~- ( l+y) ) - f ( s ,S~- ) -&y~x)v(dy ;ds )  
- ~rj(s, S) ds. 
Here (fl~$s_(Of/Ox)(s, $~_)) is predictable and fulfills the integrability condition for 
the existence of the stochastic integral. By Lemma 2 cited above the P*-attainablility 
of X follows, because of (b), and since 
of )~ , E*{I/(S*,_;(t,S,_) d[S*, S*] ] 
= E* {f/ (S*- ~(t, S,-))2(S*2-o'2(t, S,-) dt 
Tfa ( l+y(t ;y))2v(dy;dt))} 
The t -  terms are replaced by t, since the set of jump times has Lebesque measure 
zero. V1 
Remarks. - From Theorem 1 we are able to derive an integro-differenfial-difference 
equation for the price of the contingent claim X. (See Theorem 3 below.) 
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-V~fce  that the equation in (b) is P* a.s. zero. it turns out that a careful 
investigation of the behavior of S under P* ultimately (Theorem 3 below) leads to 
an equation where the term 
fR 7(s; y)S~AH~(dy)=O.  
This equation has an intuitive and appealing economic interpretation: The equili- 
brium price is determined in the P*-economy in which a consistent theory cannot 
yield a price which depends on the assumption that the conditional expected values 
of the jump sizes are positive, say. This would be inconsistent with the observed 
present price. The fact that the discounted price S* is a (P*, F, )-martingale we use 
to find the correct equilibrium price under the no arbitrage assumption. 
- In Anderson (1984) a derivation is made using a process containing jumps, but 
where the entire term 
is  miss ing .  
3.2. The equivalent martingale measure P* 
We now address the problem of determining the equivalent martingale measure 
P*, where P* ~ P and P ~ P*. 
We denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative of P* with respect o P by Lr (for 
likelihood ratio), i.e. Lr -dP* /dP  where ELf -  1 and P*(A)--~A Lr(00) dP(o~) 
where A ~ FT. Notice also that Lt defined by L,  - E (Lr ] F,) is a (P, Ft)-martingale 
under Assumption 1 below. (Lr equals shadow price per unit of P-probability.) 
We can represent the discounted price process S* as follows (see 2.11) 
S*(t)=S(O) exp ( f~ IO' ) N(t) ( /z - r -½tr2)ds+ trdB • I-[ ( l+7( r . ;  Y.)) 
(3.2) 
wher~ the jumps take place at the random time points ~'. with corresponding 
embedded sizes Y,. By time t there are N(t) jumps. S* may be observed to consist 
of two terms, S*= S *c. S d, where we assume that [S *c, sd]t = 0 for all t s [0, T]. 
Because of this strong orthogonality (=Hilbert space orthogonality) of the con- 
tinuous part S *c and the purely discontinuous part S~, the (P, Ft)-martingale L, 
has a simple form. 
Theorem 2. Define, for each t ~ [0, T], 
( L, = Lo exp - dB-~ ds • IF[ h(¢. ,y.)  (3.3) n=l 
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where Lo is Fo-measurable, ELo = 1, and where the nonnegative (predictable) process 
h ( t, y) satisfies 
Rh(t,y)H,(dy)= forallte[O, T], (3.4) 
I T(t;y)h(t,y)Ht(dy)=O forallt~[O, T]. (3.5) 
JR 
Furthermore we assume that 
fo r A, < oo a.s. (3.6) ds p -  
and 
for (~)  2 ds < oo P -  a.s. (3.7) 
Then, if E ( Lr ) = 1 (see Assumption 1 below) 
(a) L, is a ( P, Ft)-martingale over [0, T]. Defining the probability P* by dP*/dP = 
LT, then v(dy;dt) admits over [0, T] the (P*,Ft)-local characteristics 
(At, h(t,y)H,.(dy)) and B*(t)=B(t)+~to(bt-r)/(rds i a (P*,Ft)-standard 
Brownian motion. 
(b) The discounted process S* is a ( P*, Ft)-martingale. 
ProoL (a) Rewrite L, using the exponential formula 
Io IoI  L, = Lo- Ls- dBs + (h(s; y ) -  l)Ls_~(dy; dr), 
where we hav~ used that the continuous and the discontinuous parts of L, are 
stronglv orthogonal. Stop at 
Io } T,= i f t[L,_+ Asds+ ds>-n i f{" '}#0,  
otherwise. 
From Bremaud (1980, VIII, C4) it follows that L,^r,, is a (P, F,)-martingale. Now 
T,,~T P-a.s. by (3.6) and (3.7); it follows that L, is a (P, Ft)-local martingale, and 
being nonnegative it is a (P, Ft)-supermar:ingale. Since ELo = ELf it follows that 
L, is a martingale. 
Next, we show that the local charcteristics of v(dy; dr) are as claimed: We have 
to shaw that 
E*( f r  ~ H(y,s)v(dy;dt))=E*(fTo IR H(y, s)~ ~h(s, y) ~,(dy) ds) 
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for any nonnegative. Frpredictabl¢ R-indexed process H. We prove this via the 
sequence of equations 
E*(JOr H(Y,s)v(dy; ds)) = E(Lr [R H(Y,s)v(dy; ds)) 
= E ( f R LsH(y, s)~,(dy; ds)) 
= F" (IT ~R Ls-H(y, s)h(s, Y)v(dy; ds)) (since LT,. = L~n_h(~'n, Y )) 
= E(I f  I R LsH(y, s)h(s, y)AsHs(dy) ds) 
= E(Lr fo IR H(y,s)h(s,Y)AsH~(dy) ds ) 
= E*(~r J~ H(y, s)Ash(s, y)H~(dy) ds). 
The second and the fifth equality above follow from Bremaud (1981, A2, T19). 
By (3.4) and by conditioning on the successive jump times ~'Ntr)-~, ~'NC,)-2,. •.,  
I-INt') h(~'n, Yn) is a (P, F,)-martingale. Since this component is it follows that , ~ ~_ 
orthogonal to the continuous component in (3.3), and since L, is a (P, F~)-m~,rtingale 
by the above result, the continuous component is also a (P, Ft)-martingale. 
The statement that B*(t) is a standard Brownian motion under P* then follows 
from Girsanov's theorem. 
(b) By (2.15) S*(t)=S**(t) •sd(t) where IS *~, sd]=0.  Also 
=sto) . exp(f  ds+ dB) 
(Io ) = S(O) exp ¢r dB* ds , 
and by a classical result in probability theGry this expression isa (P*, F,)-martingale. 
Finally, by (3.5) and by using the successive conditioning argument again, the 
term sd(t) is a (P*, Ft)-martingale, since under P* we have shown above that the 
conditional jump distribution is H*(dy)= h(t, y)Ht(dy). [] 
Remarks.-  In oar general continuous-time trading model we have found an 
equivalent martingale measure P*, if E (L r )= 1. Conditions under which this holds 
are given below. 
-The question as to whether this P* is unique, we will return tc later. This 
question is related to the important completeness issue: A model is complete if every 
contingent claim is attainable. 
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In order for E(Lr )= 1, it is known in the theory dealing with changes of measure 
for semimartingales (see Kabanov et al. (1979) and Aase and Guttorp (1987) with 
further references) that boundedness assumptions on h,A and ((r-i.~)/or) are 
su~cient. Wc make the following assumption: 
Assumption 1. There exist finite constants Kt,/(2, K3, K4 and a, where a > 1 such 
that, for a!~ t e [0, T], 
( Io ) (a) (h(t,y))~Ht(dy) <~ Kt + K2 Nt + As ds P-a.s., 
(b) A, d t~ < K3 < oo P-a.s., 
(c) E[Loexp(ONr)]<oo foral l0< 0 <oo, 
    ooo,po, boondo ( ) 
kO/  t 
Under Assumption 1 it is certainly true that ELf = 1 (see for example the above 
cited reference, or Bremaud (1980, Tll ,  VIII and T16, A3). 
3.3. We are now ready to present an integro-differential-difference quation for the 
price of a contingent claim in the case where or, A, 3' and H,(dy) have no after-effects, 
so that the assumption (3.1) is reasonable. 
Under the assumptions of this section we can now state the following. 
Theorem 3. Let the contingent claim X be given by some L 2-function ~l, at expiration, 
i.e. f( r, x) :  ¢(x). 
,. 
\ 
Then the price of the contingent claim f(t, x) at time t when S( t)= x satisfies the 
following integro-differential.difference quation 
_OSt (t,x)=r,x~Tf (t,x)_r,f(t,x)+~x2or2(t,x ) °J2(t, x) 
ox Ox 2 
+ f£(f(t,x(l+~,(t;y)))-f(t,x))A,h(t,y)H,(dy). (3.8) 
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 1 (b), after differentiation, and employing 
the results of Theorem 2. Specifically notice that the integration under P* now 
introduces the function h(t, y), and by the condition (3.5) in Theorem 2 the term 
L y(s; y)S~(s ,  x)Asn*(dy)=0 under P*, 
since Hs*(dy)= h(s, y)H~(dy). This cancellation is a consequence of the martingale 
property of S* in the P*-economy. [] 
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Remarks. -The equation (3.8) is the announced new equation for the pricing of 
contingent claims. In Section 5 we consider aclass of processes where the continuous 
part of the return is Gaussian, and where the discontinuous part is compound 
Poisson. Here the validity of this equation will become even more apparent. We 
discuss this matter further in Section 6. 
- The function h(t, y) needs some comments. It may seem like a new unknown 
function is introduced into the pricing equation (3.8). This is not the case. Given 
Ht(dy), we can determine the function h(t,y) such that under the distribution 
H*(dy) = h(t, y)Ht(dy), the relative jump 7 has a conditional expected value equal 
to zero. In the examples h(t, y) has the interpretation of being a Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of H* with respect o H. The reader may be used to considering a
probability density of a distribution as the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the 
associated probability measure with respect o the Lebesque measure. In contrast 
h(t, y) is in general not a probability density. As a simple example, assume T(Y) = Y, 
and let 1 + Y have an exponential distribution on (0, oo) with parameter 0. Then 
the probability density of Y is f r (y )  = 0 e - ° (y+l )  and h(y) = (1/0) e (y+l ) ( ° - l )  is the 
unique function satisfying (3.4) and (3.5). The problem of finding H*(dy) in general 
is demonstrated in Section 5. 
- The economic interpretation of equation (3.8) is appealing: It states that under 
the no arbitrage condition the conditional expected jump sizes are zero. This is the 
only value which is consistent with the observed present price of the security. The 
important issue here is that in the P*-economy where equilibrium prices are 
t computed, S* is a martingale, and this implies that ~o TH*(dy)=0. Notice also that 
• h . . . . .  a;k..:,,.,~ price is independent of/~(t, to)= instantaneous rate of return from Lnlq~ q~qt~lJ~JlllL17l I I~ l l l l  
the continuous component of S. Thus we need no particular assumptions regarding 
this term. (See Appendix 1 for more on this.) 
- In  the finance literature formulas for the price of a call option (European) 
contain the expected relative jump size as a parameter. Also the conditional jump 
distribution H is not adjusted to H*, so the computations related to the jump 
components are really performed under the original measure P. We return to this 
in Section 6. 
- The precise way in which the jump component affects the correct price is given 
in Theorem 3. Notice that the intensity A, remains unchanged in the P*-economy. 
We come back to this in the next section, where we discuss completeness of the 
proposed model. 
- The processes we present in Sections 5, 6 and 7 are of considerable interest in 
applications. For this reason we also develop a nonparametric estimator of the price 
of a call option for the model in Section 6. 
4. Completeness  o f  the trading model  
4.1o A trading model is said to be (dynamically) complete if every contingent claim 
is attainable. This property is linked to whether or not S* provides a basis for the 
space of all square integrable martingales H2(P*). More precisely, the security 
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market is said tO be dynamically complete if any M e H2(p*)  can be represented 
in the form 
Mr, = Mo+ ~b dS* (4.1) 
for some (P*, F,)-predictable ~k satisfying (2.2). If this is the case S* is said to have 
the martingale representation property for (£J, F, P*). We distinguish between two 
cases: 
(a) The filtration { Ft, 0 <~ t<~ T} is generated by the process itself: 
F,=FovF,BvF;=F s, tc[0,  T]. 
(b) F, ~ F, for at least one t ~ [0, T]. 
In case (b) it is easy to construct contingent claims, depending upon events in F 
but outside F s, that are not attainable. We only briefly return to this case below 
(see also Appendix 1). 
, ~ zrs for all t ~ [0, T]. ~3so suppose that r ;~ Fo measur- aj Suppose now that F, = , ,  ._ 
able only. In this case F, = F, s* for all t e [0, T]. 
We call F,  s* the internal history of the process S*. It is interpreted to mean tlmt 
investors are obliged to base their trading solely on past and present price formation. 
In this case it is well known that the marked point process is complete (Bremaud 
(1981, T8, VIII)), and the same is true of the Brownian motion (Bremaud 
(1981, T12, A3)), so our trading model is complete. Since by Theorem 2 we have 
found an equivalent martingale measure P*, any attainable claim can be priced by 
taking conditional expectation under P*, provided P* is an extreme point in IP, 
that is to say, provided that P* cannot be written as a strict convex combination 
of any two distinct members of P (see Jacod (1979)). In our model P* is not the 
sole element of P. The set P ha~ in fact an uncountable number of members: 
Theorem 4. Suppose we make the same assumptions a  in Theorem 2. The only changes 
are: 
Lt 1 ds) = Loexp(- dB-  2 
H d~,h(~n, Yn) exp 
n=l  R 
(1 - d~h(s, y))AsHs(dy) ds} 
(4.2) 
instead of (3.3) and 
or Asds ds<oo P-a.s .  (4.3) 
for some ( P, FS*)-predictable, nonnegative process dr, instead of (3.6). 
Zhen the conclusions are the same as in Theorem 2, except that here ~,(dy; dr) 
admits over [0, T] the ( P*, Ft)local characteristics (A,d,, h( t, y)Ht(dy)). 
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ProoL All the steps are virtually the same as in Theorem 2, except hat in the string 
of expectations, we get the following in the middle: 
E(f; L H(y,s) (dy; ds)) = E(ff L._H(y.s)h(s. y)ds ,(dy; ds)) 
since L, n = Lcn_h(¢., Y.)d,. because of (4.2), from which the conclusion follows. [:] 
4.2. Now we have a complete model, with several P* (one for each permissible d) 
equivalent martingale measures. We now want to argue that P* with d -= 1 has the 
extreme point property in P, and then use a result in Jacod (1979). Obviously the 
price of a contingent claim will depend upon which d is used. However, given that 
S* Ft = Ft , and thg.t At is the correct intensity process, investors are not allowed to 
act on subjective beliefs regarding a diffe-ent intensity process dA in the contract 
S* period, as long as the process S* with d = 1 is a (P*, Ft )-martingale. The reason 
for this is that under the present assumptions the process S* has a lower likelihood 
ratio under any P* with respect o P* (=P*),  where d # 1 on a set A with P(A) > 0. 
In this case P* is an extreme point of P. To see this, note that L a° <~ LT, L ab ~< LT 
for any do # 1, db # 1, do # rib, and in addition there exists Ao, Ab such that L a° < Lr 
on a set Ao, P(Ao) > 0, L~ b < Lr on a set Ab, P(Ab) > 0, by the above remark. Then 
P*(Ao u Ab) = [ LTP(dto), 
8 m  
JA aUAb 
and 
Thus 
P*o(AauAb)=IA L~°P(dco)<P*(AauAb), 
aLJ Ab 
P*b(A. uAb)= fa L~"P(doJ)<P*(A, uab). 
a LJ Ab 
aP*d.(A,, u Ab) + (1 -a)P*b(Ao u Ab)< P*(Ao u Ab) 
for any a ~ (0, I), so the claim holds. Now we use the above cited theorem of Jacod 
(!979, Tl l .2), relating the ma~ingale representation to extreme points in P, and 
obtain completeness under P*. Here we also have a counterexample to a result in 
the literature (Harrison and Pliska (1983)) stating that completeness i  equivalent 
to lP being a singleton. 
In the model of Section 6 we present an appealing connection between P* and 
the maximum likelihood estimator of A, which is precisely the one we suggest using 
in empirical work. 
(b) Ascume Ft ~ F s for at least one t ~ [0, T]. 
In this case the trading model must be extended by the introduction of new, 
nonredundant securities S*, i =2 ,3 , . . . ,  such that any Me H2(P *) has a rep- 
resentation 
K for M,=Mo+Y~ ~,OS* P*-a.s. (4.4) 
i=1 
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for some predictable integrands $i satisfying (2.2). This suggests the following sort 
of natural questions one might ask about security markets with continuous trading. 
Given B:, what is the minimal number of securities adapted to F with which one can 
create a complete market, and what is their form? 
In the case where L2(f2, F, P*) is separable we can at least say something. Let 
(S, S), = (S), be the dual predictable quadratic variation of S. It satisfies 
(S,, Sj) = ~(S, + Sj. S, + S~)- (S,, S,)- (S. Sj). 
Furthermore, define the measure 
Io o (S)(A)- E IA(OO, t) diS), 
on the sets A e predictable o-field. 
There then exists a finite or countable sequence S*(t)e H2(P*) such that 
(i) (s*, s*),-o for all :" e [0, r l ,  
(ii) (S*) >> (S*) >>... 
(iii) The representation (4.4) holds for any M e H2(p*). 
The proof follows from Davis and Varaiya (1974). 
If we use the above construction, we obtain a complete trading model with at 
most a countable basis. The new, nonredtindant securities assign zero probability 
to the same predictable vents as the old securities do, making the new, augmented 
model in some sense consistent. Obviously more information about he finer structure 
of ~-" needs to be specified in order to obtain clearer esults. 
5. Contingent claims pricing when the security model is a combined geometric Gaussian 
process and a geometric Poisson process 
5.1. In this section we derive a variety of new results, some of which are likely to 
be useful in applications. 
We consider the trading model of Section 2, where the filtration F =F s =F s* (the 
riskless interes~ rate r is a constant P-a.s.). The price process we consider is the 
following 
S(t)=S(O)~xp a(s, to)ds+g(t) f(s)dB(s) 
+ ln(l+y)v(dy;ds) 
1 
Here 
(5.1) 
y(t; y)=y, A(t) -= A, H,(dy) = H(dy) forall t~  < T (5.2) 
where A > 0 is a constant, and H(dy) is some probability distribution function 
on (-1, oo). 
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Furthermore a(t, a~) is some predictable process, and g(t), f(t) are two non- 
random, Lebesque measurable L2[0, T]-functions, where g. f>  0. 
The term 
X(t)= g(t) f(s) dB(s) (5.3) 
is a Gaussian process with expected value zero and with covariance 
f 
t^$ 
E(X(t)X(s))= g(t)g(s) f2(u) du. 
dO 
(5.4) 
As an example of such a Gaussian process, take g(t)=cr e -~', f (u)  = e "~. Then 
we get the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process normalized to zero at t =0 
D 
Ast-->oo, X(t) ~ X(oo), where X(oo) is N 0, , a > 0. 
If we instead start X(t) with this limiting distribution, we get the stationary OU- 
process: This process has a special status in probability theory: Suppose a process 
is Gaussian, stationary, Markov, and continuous in probability: Then it is of the 
form X(t)+c where X(t) is an OU-process. 
From Ito's lemma we get from the representation (5.1): 
ds(t) I_ ° dB+ , yu(dy; dt) (5.5) 
where 
+g'(t) ( s(t) 
/z(t, S )=a( t ,  ca) ~ In S(O) ) a(s, oJ) ds l 2 ~ -  +~(gf),. (5.6) 
For this process we shall solve explicitly the problem of pricing a contingent claim. 
Observe first that 
fo 
r~_  ~ N(~)  
yv(dy; dt )= ~ Y. = ~ Y.I(¢, <~ t) (5.7) 
1 n=l  n~l  
where Yt, Y2,. • •, YN(,) are i.i.d, random variables with values in (-1,  00), represent- 
ing the relative price jumps at random time points z~, ~2, . . . ,  ~'N(,;- N(t) is a 
(P, F, )- Poisson process of intensity A. Also denote by 
/QOD 
m = EY= j yH(dy). (5.8) 
-1  
Note that by (2.11) 
S(t)=S(O)exp a(s, oJ)ds+g(t) f(s)dB(s) 11 (1+ In). 
n=l  
(5.9) 
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The marked point process in (5.7) is a (P, F,)-compound Poisson process, 
independent ofB(t). Since the ( P, F,).local characteristics of the compound Poisson 
process are (;t, H(dy)) and y(t; y)=y, the embedded jumps are now the relative 
jumps of S. 
5.2. It should be apparent that the presented model has many appealing features: 
It is fairly flexible; the continuous part has several advantages over the simple 
geometric Brownian motion, especially when we are concerned with realism. For 
example we can now model any kind of nonhomogeneity n or, since here or(t)= 
g( t)f( t) E L2[0, T]. 
The additional jumps of random sizes at random time points of the jump com- 
ponent furnish a much needed flexibility to the model. Still parsimony is preserved, 
since the empirical worker is free to choose any f and g functions he/she can 
identify from the data. 
We demonstrate in the next section how to estimate ,L and how H(dy) can be 
estimated in a pricing context. 
The use of Theorem 2 now states that, under the equivalent martingale measure P*, 
f ~(s, s) r 
B*( t )  = B(t)+ (fg)(s) ds (5.10) L 
is a standard Brownian motion, and v(dy; dt) admits over [0, T] the (P*, F,)-local 
characteristics (A, h(y)H(dy)) where the function h(y) satisfies 
Io h(y)H(dy) = 1, Io Yh(y)H(dy)=O. (5.11) 
5.3. We turn to the problem of pricing contingent claims in the model of this section: 
Consider contingent claims X of the form X = ¢,(Sr), where X ~ L2(O, F, P). We 
then have the following result: 
Theorem 5. Under the conditions of this section the price ¢r*r at time zero o/ a contingent 
claim X - ,# (St) expiring at time T is given as 
°~e-^r(AT)kf ~ .I_ ° I:T =e-rT E "'" 
k=O k! -l 
(s.0. 1 o- ) 
H*(dyl) × . . .  × H*(dyk) (5.12) 
where H*(dy) = h(y)H(dy) is the conditional jump distribution under P~, and where 
0~.= (f~)2 dr. (5.13) 
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Proof. The discounted process S*(t) can be written, using (5.9), 
(Io ) S~'(t) = S(0) exp gf dB* -½ (gf)2 ds [I (1 + Y*), n=!  
where Y*, Y*, * • . . ,  YN,} are i.i.d.r.v.'s with distribution H*(dy) under P*, and 
where B* is a (P*, F,)-Brownian motion. Here JrogfdB*-.-N(O, p2 ) under P*. 
Now (5.12) fG!lows directly by first conditioning on N(T)  = k, Y* = y~,.. , ,  Y* = Yk, 
and then integrating ~($r )= 0(S* e ' r)  with respect to the normal distribution 
N(O, D 
Corollary 1. Consider the European call option O(x)= (x-c)  +, where ~ is the exercise 
price. Then the price at time zero 7rCr 9f the call option expiring at time T is given as 
c ~o e-^r(AT)kI_~ I_o ( k ) 
~= E . . .  v s(o) II ( l+y , ) ,  T, c, pr, r 
k=O k! I l n=l 
H*(dy~) x . . -  x H*(dyk) (5.14) 
where the function v is given as 
v(S(O), T, c, Pr, r )= S(O)cP(d~)-c e-'rC,(d2) (5.i5) 
where 
In S(O) + rT  + 1 2 S(O)  ~ 2 ~p r In + rT-  ~Pr  
C c 
dl = , d2 = (5.16) 
Pr Pr 
where Pr is given in (5.13) and where O(y) is the cumulative distribution function of 
the standard normal distribution. 
Proof. This result follows from Theorem 5 if we can show that v has the indicated 
form. In order to do this, we have to compute, for N(T )=0,  the iollowing: 
e-rrE*((SCr-c)+lFo), where S~. is the continuous part of St. 
This we do as follows: 
e-r rE*( (SCr -c )+lFo)= E* ( (SF -ce - r r )+ lFo)  
= E*((S(O)exp{Iogf dB*-½ f f  (gf)2 dt}-ce-~r)+ I Fo) 
=! 
J-oo 
(S(0) eY-p~/2- e-rrc) + e-Y2/2P~ 
( S(O) e y-~/2 - c e -~r ) e-ye/2P~ ~dy 
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where n ln(c/S(O))+ ' 2 = ~pr - rT .  Continuing we get 
If f °  e-y2/2P2T = S(O) 2V~rl e -(y-p~)~/2g dy-c e -'r ~ dy 
=S(O'( 1-,(n-p2))\ Pr / / - ce - ' r (1 -~(~r) )  
= S(O)O(p2-n) -c e- ' rO ( _ n )  . 
\ Pr 
Now we insert the expressions for n and PT, and the conclusiov of the corollary 
follows, r-I 
Remarks. - Notice that if Y has distribution H(dy), then 
Y-m 
Y* - ~  (5.17) 
l+m 
oo oO 
has distribution H*(dy) satisfying ~_, H*(dy)= 1, ~_, yH*(dy)=O, and Y* has 
also range (-1,  oo). 
- In the case with no jumps we have a whole class of new option formulas, one 
for each fg ~ L2[0, T], fg > 0. This is a very rich class of functions. Below we give 
a few examples just to give a brief indication of the usefulness of the results in this 
section. 
5.4. Examples 
Here we illustrate some of the results of the last section. In the model (5.5) we 
abstract from the jumps: 
(a) Let g =or, f ( t )=  e -or. In this case the price of the call is 
v(s(0), c, r, pr, r) 
where 
(5.18) 
0. 2 
(5.19) 
(see (5.13), (5.15) and (5.16)). As /~-->+oo, v->(S(O)-ce-'r) +, and as fi->-oo, 
v- ,  S(O). 
These two limiting values are known to be ~order cases for a call option, i.e. 
( s (o )  - c e - ' r )  ÷ S(O),  
independent of the pricing model. 
The local variance of the Gaussian term converges to zero as fl-> +oo, but as 
fl-~-c~, Pr "> +oo, yielding the results. When fl > 0, this particular f ( t )  dampens 
the Gaussian part. 
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(b) We choose g(t) = cr e-~t,f(s) = e ~s. This gives the OU-process for the Gaussian 
part in the exponent in (5.1). Here we obtain that p~. = cr2T, which gives the classical 
formula (2) of Appendix 1. Note that the expression/.~(t, S) given in (5.6) does not 
affect the price of the option, and as long as the local variance term of the return 
equals or 2, we obtain the Black and Scholes formula. 
(c) We may use regression methods to estimate possible nonhomogeneities in or: 
Let g(t)=fl~t+/32,f(s)-cr. Then 
io per=or2 (/3,t+/32) 2dt = cF(I/32, T~ + /3,/32 T2 + /32, T). 
/3n and/32 could be estimated from observations prior to t - 0, by multiple regression. 
(d) Finally, many kinds of fancy nonlinearities are possible. For example let 
g---or, f (s )  - sin s: 
Io 02 = or 2 sin 2 (t) dt = ½oF( T -s in  T cos T). 
For T large compared to ½ this formula approaches the one given in (b) above. On 
the other hand, T cannot be so large that f (T )  = 0. Usually T < ~r/2 in applications 
to options, where the time to expiration typically is less than 9 months, so that 
T<~0.75< 1 .57~r /2  (in units of years). 
As we see, there is a vast source of possible examples of the results in the section. 
In the next section we discuss a special case in some detail. 
6. Contingent claims pricing when the security mode!is a combined geometric Brownian 
motion and a geometric ompound Poisson process 
6.1. We consider the trading model of Section 5, where the filtration B: is generated 
by the model S to be specified below, and where the riskless interest rate r again 
is constant P-a.s. The price process we consider is the following: 
I ° S(t_)-l~dt+ordB(t)+ ~ yv(dy;dt) (6.1) 
where/~ and cr are P-a.s. positive constants, and where the local characteristics of
z,(dy; dt) are (A, H(dy))  as before. First we demonstrate that there are several 
equivalent martingale measures P*, one for each d > 0. The reason we can limit 
ourselves to the case d = 1 is outlined in Section 4. We al~o show that earlier results 
in the literature are not correct concerning the pricing of call options for the model 
of this section. 
Finally, we show how the price of a call option can be estimated consistently 
from the price data by a semi-nonparametric method. The subsequent discussion 
in terms of the P*-measures is also valid for the model in the previous section, 
where the results were in fact already employed. 
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6.2. First, we investigate the equivalent measure P* under which the discounted 
price S* is a martingale. 
The Radon-Nikodym derivative of P* with respect o P is here: 
i Lr=exp - - - -~  B(T) -2~ or ] "dN~ ,,=,II h(Y,)exp((A-Ad)T) 
~v.~] 
where d > 0 is a constant, and where the function h(y) satisfies (5.11). 
By Theorem 4, B* = B, + ( ( t t -  r)/tr)t is a standard Brownian motion under each 
P* and ~(dy; dr) has the (P*, FS*)-Iocal characteristics (Ad, h(y)H(dy)). Using 
this expression for B*, we get that S* is given by 
N(t )  
S* = S(O) e "a*t')-'~'/2 H (1 + v.) (6.3) 
n=l  
Obviously this is a (P*, F,)-martingale for any d > 0, so P is not a singleton, 
although the model is complete. The completeness is not related to the fact that we 
combine a continuous and a pure jump model. The geometric ompound Poisson 
i-iN(t) process is in itself complete, but S(0) ,.,_~ (1 + Y.) is a martingale under any P* 
with local characteristics (Ad, hH(dy)) with h satisfying (5.11). 
Note also that this geometric marked point process is more flexible than the point 
process considered in Cox and Ross (1976) and shown to be complete by Harrison 
and Pliska (1981, p. 251). Obviously any contingent claim that can be attained in 
that model can equally well be attained in the geometric compound Poisson model. 
6.3. Suppose we observe the process S in [0, t] and at time t we want to compute 
the value of a contingent claim expiring at time T> t. From the expression (6.2) 
we compute an estimator of the intensity A- d = 0 to be used in (t, T] based on 
observations of S in [0, t]. The Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator is obtained 
from (6.2) by setting T = t and d. A = 0. The answer is 0ML(t) = N(t)/t. But this is 
precisely the ML-estimator of A from observations in [0, t], and consequently duL = 1 
(the ML-principle is invariant with respect o transformations of the parameters). 
This gives the extreme point P* in P, under which by Theorems 2 and 3 we must 
base our computations of contingent claims, as discussed in Section 4. This gives 
a nice connection to iikelihood theory, and the estimate ~.ML = N(t)/t  is the one 
we propose below. 
6.4. In the present model g(t)-or, f ( t ) -1 .  From Corollary 1 it then follows that 
the price crY- of a call option for the security model (6.1) is given as 
• - y. k!  . . .  J -  v (S (O)  II (1 +y,) ,  r, c, ,r, r) 
k=O J -1  1 r= l  
H*(dy,) × . - .  x H*(dyk) (6.4) 
where the function v is as given in (5.15) and (5.16) with per= ~=T, and H*(dy) ~;s 
found from H(dy) using (5.17). 
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oo oo 
Remarks. - The condition ~-1 yH*(dy)= I - i  yh(y)H(dy)= 0 is both necessary and 
sufficient for S d to be a martingale under P*. 
-Theorem 3 gives us the integro-differential-difference equation that this price 
must satisfy as a function of time t and present price x. It is 
of of rf °2f " 
Ot  Ox  " " Ox" 
(f( t, x(1 + y ) ) -  f (  t, x))Ah(y)H(dy) 
(6.5) 
with boundary condition f(  t, x) = (x - c) +. 
It is not hard (but involves ome tedious work) to show that ¢r~r-o given in (6.4) 
with T -  t instead of T and x = S(0) satisfies this equation. In fact, the author once 
found (6.4) by solving (6.5). 
- In Merton (1976a) this particular model has been considered. Regarding the 
jump term, the expectation was there taken under P instead of under P*, resulting 
in a formula depending both on m= EY and on H(dy) instead of H*(dy)= 
h(y)H(dy) and m* =0, as explained earlier. Equation (14) in Merton (1976a) is to 
be compared to our (6.5) and (16) to our (6.4). Also empirical work has been based 
on this formula (16) (see for example Ball and Torous (1985)). 
- The formula (6.4) may perhaps eem complicated at first sight. However, below 
we present atechnique for estimating err-, directly, without any parametric assump- 
tions regarding H*(dy), or any need to derive h(y). Furthermore, there is no need 
to perform any cumbersome numerical integration. The resulting estimator is easy 
to use in practice. 
6.5. A semi.nonparametric estimator of 7"l'~T_t) 
We fix the sampling interval as [0, t], where the process Ss = S~. S d is observed 
0<~ s<~ t. We assume that the jumps can be identified and the relative jump sizes 
Yn, Y2 , . . . ,  YN(t) are recorded. N(t) =number of jumps by time t. 
The parameter or2 is estimated from the continuous part of the process, which is 
simply the given stretch of data with the jumps removed. As explained in 
Appendix 1, cr 2 can be estimated as precisely as desired under the assumption of 
continuous observation. In practice the estimation of or 2 presents no problem, 
given that the data are time homogeneous. If not, use for example the results in 
Section 5.2, Example c. 
The maximum likelihood estimator of ~ is ~, = N(t)/t.  It has variance A/t and 
is unbiased. Furthermore ~, is strongly consistent. 
The meaa m of Y, can be estimated using 
1 N(t)  
n~,- N(t---) ~--1 Y"" (6.6) 
By the strong law of large numbers for renewal processes, n~, is also strongly 
consistent. 
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Now we transform the given Y~, Y2,- . - ,  YN(o: Consider the following transfor- 
mation 
y .  = g .  - .3, 
1 + n3, ' n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N ( t ) .  (6.7) 
v N(') Y* -0 .  Notice that (6.7) is equivalent to Then rh*=(1/N(t)) ~.=~ 
1 
(1 + Y.) = 1 + Y*. (6.8) 
l+~t  
Thus we see that Yn > -1 ¢~ Y* > -1,  so this transformation preserves the range of 
the original distribution (compare with (5.17)). It is seen to have the same effect 
on the empirical distribution as (5.17) has on the theoretical distribution. 
There is no need to specify any definite parametric form for the distribution of 
Y*, H*(dy) = h(y)H(dy):  
Naively, one might find some estimate of H* by either parametric methods or 
nonparametric techniques and insert he results into (6.4) in order to estimate w~:r-o. 
For example, it might be tempting to use a kernel density estimator of H*(dy) if 
H* is absolutely continuous with respect o the Lebesque measure, since there are 
effective methods to compute such estimates (Silverman (1982)). However it is far 
more efficient in the present situation to utilize the particular form of the terms in 
rr~r_,) directly and construct an estimator of W~r-t) based on the empirical distribu- 
tion function H*(y) defined as follows (see Prakasa Rao (1983)): 
number of Y* <~ y
H*(y) = . (6.9) 
N(t) 
By the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem (Lo6ve (1963)), 
suplH*(y)-H*(y)[~O a.s. as N(t)-,oo 
Y 
and hence H*(y) is a uniformly strongly consistent estimator of H*(y). Now observe 
that ~r~'T-~)consists of functionals of the form T(g) = ~ g(y)H*(dy) for some function 
g, or of multipk Ll~eg~ais of this type. Such functionals are estimated as follows: 
I f) Nit) f T~(g) - N-( ~, g(Y*") = g(y)H*(dy) (6.10) 
where the last integrai s of the Lebesque-Stieltjes type. By the strong law of large 
numbers for renewal processes, 
f g (y)H*(dy)= T(g) a.s. as t--)oo, 
so T,(g) is a strongly consistent estimator of T(g). it turns out that T,(g) given in 
(6.10) is a much r:~ore ffective stimation technique, than the one that consists ir~ 
first estimating H*(y) directly for each y by some technique and then inserts the 
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resulting estimate in the integral. This motivates the following express,_.'on as an 
estimator of *r~:r-,): 
oo e-X,fr-o(~,(T_ t)) k 
Ti'(T-t) = Z k=O k! (N( t ) )  k 
N(t) N(I) N(t) ( k ) 
• ~, ~, " . .  Y v S ( t ) I ]  ( l+Y* , ) , c , (T - t ) ,~r , r  . (6.11) 
.-.i ~ l n2----! nk=l i= i  
It follows from the above discussion that ~c_, ,r C a.s. as t-->co, so (6.11) is a 
strongly consistent estimator of ~.c. Furthermore, the computation of 6c is not likely 
to involve many terms in the series. Because of the factorials in the denominator 
of (6.11) the series must converge rapidly. 
An application is now being made of this formula to currency options. The use 
of this estimator turns out to be simple in practice. 
Again we emphasize the favorable aspect of (6.11): There is no need for any 
distributional assumptions regarding H*(y),  the conditional jump distribution. In 
contrast, the applications that have been made of the formula in Merton (1976a) 
typically make the assumption that In(1 + Y) --- N(#,  82), i.e. a lognormal distribution 
for the jumps (but under P!). 
7. Contingent claims pricing for alternative models 
7.1. In this section we consider the trading model of Section 2, where we present 
a few alternative models, which all are special cases of the general security model 
given in (2.6). 
Z2. A pure jump model 
Suppose the contingent claim X can be represented as X = #(ST). For example 
is ~(Sr )=(c -Sr )  + for the European put option. 
Consider the model 
N(t) 
S,=So l-I (1+ Y.) (7.1) 
n=l  
i.e. the geometric ompound Poisson process. 
1 -INt° h(Y.),  corresponding to d = 1, and F, = Fov F s. H* = hH is the Here L, = ~,~---! 
distribution of Y. under P*. Suppose the riskless discount rate r is a constant. 
Then $* =e-"S, is a martingale under P* if and only if m*A =r, where m*= 
yH*(dy).  Here h(y) has the purpose of shifting the mean of Y from m to m* = r~ A. 
The price ~r  of X at time ze. ~ equals 
~r = e-~r E*{ O( Sr) l Fo} = e-'rE*{ E*{~b( Sr) l N(  T), Fo}} 
oo e-AT(AT)kilo_ f~$(  k ) 
=e -~r X J . . .  So H ( l+y . )  
k=O !C ! - i ,, = ! 
H*(dy,) x - . -  x H*(dyk) (7.2) 
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where 
r 
yH*(dy) = yh(y)H(dy) =- .  
1 i A 
7.3. A combined iffusion~point processes model 
Consider the security model 
'fo Io } S, = $oexp/ a(s, to)ds+g(t) f ( s )dB(s )+bN, -a t  (7.3) 
where a and b are given positive constants, and where the functions a, g and f are 
defined in Section 5.1. Here the point process component is S~= 
e-at [ iN( t )  1L n~- ~ (1 + y(~'n, Yn)) with y( -,. ) - k > 0, where b = In(1 + k) regardless of 
the embedded jumps Y,. In this special case we use Theorem 4 to find the 
likelihood Lt" 
t I t 2 
L, =exp{- Io -~dB-~ Io (_~_f_fr) ds}- d/~f')exp((A-Ad)t) (7.4) 
where/~ is given in (5.6). 
Since the embedded jumps play no role in this model, we find d* such that S, a 
is a martingale under P*. It is easy to show that the choice Ad* =a/(exp(b)-l) 
accomplishes this (and uniquely so), so that N(t) is a Poisson processes with 
intensity parameter A. d*. Consider ~(x)= (x-c) +, i.e. the European call option. 
Then we find, using the same methodology as in Sect:,on 4 by conditioning on N(T), 
that 
c ~ e-a*~r(Ad*T)kv(s(O)ebk-°r, T,c, pr, r) "rrr= E (7.5) 
k=O k! 
is the price of an European call option expiring at time T with exercise price c, 
where the function o again is the same as given in Section 5 and where p~.= 
~o T (fg)2 dt. 
The pure jump component in this example has been considered by Harrison and 
Pliska (1981 ~, Cox and Ross (1976) and by M/iller (1985). 
7.4. After effects 
in the !as~ exampie we indicate what can be done if the model has a more 
complicated ependence on past observations than the types we have analyzed so 
far. In an Arrow-Debreu economy, the prices that support a Radner dynaniic 
equilibrium are Ito-processes for the continuous part, and possibly also containing 
unpredictable jumps (see Radner (1972), Duffle and Huang (1985), Huang (1986)). 
In our examples the continuous part has been an Ito-process because of the drift 
term/~ ( t, ~o), which could be allowed to be any nonanticipating Brownian functional. 
In the general case or(t, to) must also be allowed to depend on more than just 
S(t). In such cases contingent claims analysis will usually not result in closed form 
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solutions, of which we have presented many in this paper. If the term or(t, to) has 
"after-effects", partial differential equations for valuing contingent claims such as 
the one given in Theorem 3 have no meaning anymore. However, we can still price 
contingent claims: For illustration, consider the following Ito-process as a model 
for the security price process 
dS(t) 
S(t----)- - / t ( t ,  to) dt + or(t, to) dB(t) (7.6) 
where 
" 1 E exp{ 1 J~'o or'(t, to, dt <oo (7.7, 
To fix ideas, think for example of or(t, to) as given by, 
or( t, to ) = or S2(s) ds. (7.8) 
This or, depends on the past price behavior before t through the Lebesque integral 
~'o $2(s) ds (which is a random process). 
Now, suppose that/~(t, to) and or(t, to) are nonanticipating Brownian functionals 
such that (7.7) holds. Then by Girsanov's theorem the price of the contingent claim 
X = ~(Sr) at time 0 is given by 
7r+r = e-'rE*{O(So eg~dn*(')--('/2}g"2d'+'r)lFo} (7.9) 
where 
B*(t) = B(t)+ l t - rds 
or 
is a (P*, F/)-Brownian motion, and where the discounted price process S*(t)= 
e-"S(t) is a (P*, Ft)-martingale where (see (2.11)) 
S( t) = S(O) e I°'(s'°')dn*(s)-('/2)I~)''(s'°')ds+~t. (7.10) 
The explicit computation i  (7.9) is now made difficult (or h:-possible) since both 
terms in the exponent are random variables with an unknown joint probability 
distribution. In fact, the marginal diV:'~a::-~a= ar~ a!~o unknown. 
Now, argue as follows: 
The process (7.10) satisfies (by Ito's lemma) the following stochastic differential 
equation 
dS(t) 
- r dt +or(t, to) dB*(t) (7.11) 
s(t) 
under P*. So all we have to do in order to compute ~+r is the fo'lowin~: Corsider 
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the computation of 
e -'T E*( q,(St) I F o). (7.12) 
We simply run a Brownian motion (on a computer) and simulate {S(t), t ~ [0, T]} 
using (7.11), where r is known and ~r(t, to) for example has the form given in (7.8). 
Then after having run sul~cientiy many independent paths of 8 on [0, T], the 
St-values are stored, the ~(8r)-values are computed and 1r~r is found by averaging. 
The strong law of large numbers hows that this procedure gives an estimate of ~r~r 
with as low a variance as desired, by simulating enough S(T)-values. This procedure 
also works well if the claim can be exercised before T. In Aase (1986b) it is shown 
that the simulation technique also work for combined jump/Ito processes, and in 
applicatmr, Aase (1987b) an empirical " • of this simulation technique is given. 
Notice that the popular technique of solving p.d.e.'s by numerical analysis, 
advocated by Brennan and Schwartz (see e.g. Brennan and Schwartz (1977)), cannot 
be used here. There is simply no partial differential equation that governs the price 
of a contingent claim with underlying model (7.6), (7.8). The simulation technique 
described here is clearly more general. 
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Appendix 1 
In this section we briefly discuss ome aspects regarding the geometric Brownian 
motion and the special diffusion/marked point process of Section 6. We are specially 
concerned with estimation. 
1. We consider the trading model in Section 2, where the security model is 
dS 
dt+ r dB. (1) 
The price at time t of the call option X =~(Sr )=(Sr -c )  + can be derived along 
the lines of Corollary 1 it, Section 5. The answer is given in (5.16) and (5.17) with 
p~_t=o '2(T - t ) :  
v(S(t), ( T -  t); c, o', r) = S(t)~(d~) - c e-r(r-')~(d2) (2) 
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where 
'L 
- 4y  
e -u'n du 
is the cumulative normal distribution function, and where 
ln(S(t)/c) + (r + ½or2)( T -  t) ln(S(t)/c) + (r-½cr2)( T -  t) 
d2 = d, -  o ,4T -  t ' o ,4T -  t 
(3) 
It is easily verified that this solution satisfies the following parabolic p.d.e. 
(S(t )=x,  z= T - t ) .  
or(x, or(x, ½cr2x a v(x, r) = -rv(x, ~') + rx + (4) 
03"/" OX OX 2 
with boundary condition 
v(O,x)=(x-c) +. 
The equation (4) was first derived by Black and Scholes (1973), from which they 
found the solution (2) by a transformation to the Cauchy problem of the standard 
heat equation. 
2. For the moment let us suppose that the model (1) is an adequate model for the 
stock price. Then (2) solves the problem of option valuation, once estimates are 
available for the unknown parameters. 
Now the estimation of cr 2 = v from historical price data on the time interval [0, t] 
say, is in principle not a statistical estimation problem, since the variance of the 
resulting estimator v can be made arbitrarily small by including sufficiently many 
observations on the fixed interval [0, t]. Because of this, v can conveniently be 
assumed to have a known numerical value. This claim is a consequence of Levy's 
result concerning the quadratic variation of Brownian motion (Lo~ve (1963)): 
Consider the fixed time interval [0, t]o Then with probability one 
N (S(ntN- ' ) -S ( (n -1 ) tN-~) )  2 
lira ~ N-,oo = S( (n -  1 ) iN  -1) = tot2 (5) 
(see e.g., Aase and Guttorp (1988)). If we are given N discrete equidistant 
observations of S on [0, t], we propose the following estimator of v: 
1~ (S(ntN- ' ) -S ( (n -1 ) tN- ' ) )  2 
/~(N) ' - '7  n=l ' , .~( (n -  l ) tN  - - I )  " (6) 
This estimator is strongly consistent, since by (5) ~(N)~ v almost surely (a.s.) as 
N~oo. 
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Furthermore, since t~/v has a noncentral chi-square distribution, the mean square 
of t~(N) can be majorized as follows: 
2V 2 t~2t(4V+l~et) 
E (v (N) -v )2<~ N + N 2 " (7) 
It immediately follows that t~(N) also converges in mean square to v as N-~ m. 
The practical consequence of (7) is that the variance of ~(N) plus the square of its 
bias can be made arbitrarily small by taking sufficiently many observations on any 
fixed observation i terval [0, t]. Since it is assumed that trading takes place con- 
tinuously throughout [0, t], o.2 can accordingly be estimated with arbitrarily high 
precision, and there is no statistical estimation problem remaining. 
Empirical studies testing the validity of (2) reveal that in practice there are 
estimation problems concerning o"2. For example, in the Black and Scholes (1972) 
paper, the formula (2) was found to underestimate the option prices for low variance 
securities, and to overestimate for high variance securities. Several explanations 
were discussed, among them the possiblity that the variance v was not constant in 
time (the process S was nonhomogeneous), and, in particular, that it took different 
values in the option period than in the previous estimation period. We believe 
instead that the model (1) is too simple to adequately represent the empirical data. 
Here Corollary 1 presents a wide variety of new possibilities, including non- 
homogeneous o. and jumps. 
Additional empirical investigations exist in the literature questioning the validity 
of the geometric Brownian motion model. For example, the conclusions of MacBeth 
and Merville (1979) are just the opposite of the empirical results reported by Black 
and Scholes (1972). Geske and Roll (1984) suggested a number of explanations for 
the systematic price bias of the formula (2). 
3. The parameter/z does not enter into the option pricing formula. In the literature 
following [ 17] this parameter is called an "unobservable". We now briefly indicate 
how/,  can easily be estimated from observations S(s), s~[0, t]. The maximum 
likelihood estimator of p ;s (Aase (1982)) 
l f0' 7 dS(s). (8) 
This is a stochastic Ito integral and, hence, it is an L2-1in'lit. Accordingly, any 
approximating Cauchy sequence of this integral contains a subsequence that con- 
verges (a.s.) to this stochastic integral. By McKean's (1969) result, one such sub- 
sequence can be identified, and that is all we need in order to compute (8). It follows 
that ~(t) can be evaluated numerically over an increasingly fine grid as follows 
l:m s-'([j- I]t2 S(s ) - '  dS(s)  = N-~j=,  
(S(.it2-N)--S([j--1]t2-N)) a.s. (9) 
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The statistical properties of/.7,(t) are easily derived. From (8) we see directly that 
(7 
= B(t). 
t 
Hence,/~(t) has a normal N(#, o-2/t)-distribution since B(t) is N(0, t). This means 
that/~(t) is unbiased and mean square consistent as the sampling interval t--> oo. 
(Notice that t here plays the role of the "sample size" in its statistical meaning, 
where 2 N is the numerical "computation size".) We can use this distribution property 
for ~(t) to find exact confidence intervals for # for any t. For example, 
- 1 .96  + 1 .96 
is an exact "small sample" 95% confidence interval for the true, unknown ~. Since 
o- can be assumed known by the foregoing (or known as precisely as we please), 
this is the most satisfactory result for statistical inference in dittusions that we know 
about. (See Aase (1982) for more complex eases. Usually mainly asymptotic results 
as t ~ m are available.) 
In the case where investors' expectations for the option contract period are 
different from the empirical estimate ~(t),  Bayesian methods are available: As an 
illustration, suppose the investor has a prior belief at the time of trade that Iz is 
N(/~o, o-o2). In this case the Bayes estimator is 
jtgoO"oeo"2+Ito S - IdS (10) 
= o-o o- 2 + t " 
From (10) it follows that if the investor's belief is very strong (O'o-0), then ~(t)  
is close to #o, whereas if the belief is very uncertain (O'o ~oo) :8(t)~/~,(t) as given 
in (8). The statistical large sample properties of :a(t) are almost the same as for 
~(t): Since it is a linear transformation of /~(t), it is normally distributed, 
asymptotically unbiased and consistent, and confidence intervals for # can readily 
be constructed. Furthermore,/.~a(t) can be computed recursively in time, as new 
price data of S become available. This makes (I0) computationally very attractive. 
(For details, see Aase (1982).) 
4. We now see why it is important that (2) does not contain #. If F, ~ F~, as is the 
case in the real world, investors will have more information about a stock than 
provided by the internal history of this extremely simple two-parameter model (1). 
In particular, based on F, different investors may have different values of (/Zo, o-0) 
in which case they could not agree on the price of the option if it depended upon 
/z. However, o- they will agree on because of the results leading to (7) (at least in 
priciple, given the assumptions of the model). 
5. We finish this ~ection by exposing a property of the process S(t) which is rather 
disturbing. By studying this behavior, we may better understand how to revise the 
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model (1) for practical purposes: It follows directly from (2.11) that the solution 
to (1) is 
S(t) = S(O) e (~-°'2/2)t+oa('). ( I 1 ) 
Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 3 (see below) that 
ES(t)=E(S(O))C". (12) 
It can now be shown that I with probability one 
S(t)_> [ O if/z <½°'2 
if/z > ~tr 2. ( 13 ) 
From (12) we also see that, if/~ > 0, 
E(S(t))->oo as t->oo. (14) 
Hence, the process S(t) behaves as a "mathematical counterexample" when f~ < lcr2. 
This is not a peculiarity of continuous-time: The same result is true for the geometric 
random walk in discrete time. The conclusion we draw from this is that the model 
(1) is ill-suited for data-fitting when or 2 is large. 
We may model the small variations in the stock price using (1), but another te~'m 
should be included to pick up the larger component of the volatility. This is what 
(2.6) provides. 
6. We finish by exploring a few properties of the model S(t) in Section 6. The 
model is 
S(:):~ S(O)exp i~t-'~r2t+crB(t)+ In(l+ y)u(dy; ds) . 
I 
(ns) 
From the following property of the Brownian motion (see Oksendal (1985)): 
P[max, IB(s)l> b]= 2P[IB(t)I > b], 
it fol lows that 
P[max IB(s)l > b] 4 e -' ' :/2' du 4 oo = ~ e -v2 /2  dr .  
u~,~, v 2/~i ="~ IV, 
So 
P[ maxlB(s)l>ct]-,O as t-,oo forall c>0. 
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By taking the expectation, it follows that 
{ [ Iol o ]} ES(t)=E(S(O))E exp orB,+ ln(l+y)v(dy;ds) e ~t-°2t/2. 
(~6) 
Here we have assumed that S(0) is independent of B(t) and of the compund Poisson 
part. We now need 
Lemma 3. The expected value of the process S( t) it: (i5) is given as 
ES( t )= E(S(O))  " e (~+Am)' 
where 
i_ o m= yH(dy) = EE  
I 
(17) 
(zs) 
Proof. The result can be shown directly by the use of moment generating functions. 
Here is a stochastic alculus proof: 
Zt =exp{orB, +f2 .f~ooln(l +Y)v(dy; ds)}. 
By Ito's lemma 
Io Io Z, = Zo+or Z(s-) dB(s)+½or 2 Z(s-) ds 
fo f ° fo f: + Z(s-) In(1 +y)v(dy; ds)+ Z(s-) yv(dy; ds) t J - !  
- Z(s-) In(1 +y)v(dy; ds). 
I 
The 4th and the 6th term on the right-hand side are seen to cancel. We now use 
the martingale properties of stochastic ir, tegrals w.r.t, dB(s) and v(dy; ds), and 
obtain by Fubini's theorem, after taking expectations 
fo E(Z,)=E(Zo)+½Or 2 E(Z~)ds+mA E(Z,)ds. 
Here we have substituted Zs for Zs_ throushout, since the set of time points where 
the process Z jumps in [0, t] has Lebesque measure zero. Accordingly 
d 
d~ ~z,  = ('o -~+,,,,~)Ez,. 
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Since EZo= 1, from this differential equation we obtain immediately that EZ~ = 
exp{½tr 2 + mA }t, from which the conclusion of the lemma follows. D 
Lemma 3 shows how (!2) was obtained. 
By the strong law of large numbers for renewal processes (Feller (1971)), it follows 
that 
1 N(O f_v N(t)  y~ In( l+ Y.)-~ 
n=l  i 
I n ( l+y)H(dy)=M (a.s.) as t--> oo. (i9) 
and that N(t) / t -~ A (a.s.) as t ~oo. From these results we have that 
IIol ° ! Io exp in(1 +y)v(dy;  ds) -~ (20) i fM<0 
a.s. as t-~ oo. Because of Lemma 3 
I [Iol ]} io i m>0, E exp In(1 +y)~,(dy; ds) =e  ~m'-~ (21) 
i f  m < 0, 
as t-* do. This process has a more suitable asymptotic behavior than the geometric 
Brownian motion. 
If mM >I O, the asymptotics are in accordance with intuition, whereas mM < 0 is 
now the odd case. From the definitions of m and M, the first case is the only one 
likely to hold true in the present situation. Our modelling strategy is the following: 
The small fluctuations in the stock price are modeled by the diffusion component, 
whereas the larger fluctuations are modeled by the geometric ompound Poisson 
process. The resulting model can then be kept within the range where it is "well 
behaved", i.e., where/~ > ½tre and Mm >~ O. 
The option price for this model given in (6.4) and estimated by (6.11) does not 
depend on m, since it is a market equilibrium price. If Ft ~ p~s*, different investors 
may have fi:fferent prior beliefs about m, so it is only natural that a market price 
cannot depend upor this parameter. 
However, we have now a different situation from the simple economy yielding 
the marke: price in (2). Individual investors li may here derive pricing formulas 
c, l .  
~r~r'-,~ corresponding tc their own prior beliefs of m (and A) in the contract period. 
One such investor li would only buy this option if his estimate 
¢, ! i C ~(r -o  >~ ~r(r-t) =market price given in (6.4). 
The pure geometric Brownian motion is so simple that this (very real) situation 
does not arise, h~vestors using only the pricing formula (2) simplify the world a bit 
too much. 
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